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Genetic diversity creation is a core technology in directed evolutionwhere a high qualitymutant library is crucial to
its success. Owing to its importance, the technology in genetic diversity creation has seen rapid development over
the years and its application has diversiﬁed into other ﬁelds of scientiﬁc research. The advances inmolecular cloning
andmutagenesis since 2008were reviewed. Speciﬁcally, newcloning techniqueswere classiﬁedbasedon their prin-
ciples of complementary overhangs, homologous sequences, overlappingPCR andmegaprimers and the advantages,
drawbacks andperformances of thesemethodswere highlighted.Newmutagenesismethodsdeveloped for random
mutagenesis, focused mutagenesis and DNA recombination were surveyed. The technical requirements of these
methods and the mutational spectra were compared and discussed with references to commonly used techniques.
The trends of mutant library preparationwere summarised. Challenges in genetic diversity creation were discussed
with emphases on creating “smart” libraries, controlling the mutagenesis spectrum and speciﬁc challenges in each
group of mutagenesis methods. An outline of the wider applications of genetic diversity creation includes genome
engineering, viral evolution, metagenomics and a study of protein functions. The review ends with an outlook for
genetic diversity creation and the prospective developments that can have future impact in this ﬁeld.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Directed evolution has emerged as a key enabling technology for
tailoring or altering the properties of biomolecules (e.g., proteins and
nucleic acids) and of microorganisms to satisfy a wide range of biotech-
nological applications [e.g., industrial biocatalysis, biotransformation,
bioremediation and synthetic biology (Cobb et al., 2012)]. Rooted in
the Darwinian theory of evolution, a typical directed evolution experi-
ment encompasses iterative rounds of gene mutagenesis and pheno-
type selection through high-throughput screening, until the desired
trait is attained (Bloom and Arnold, 2009).
Creating a good mutant library is arguably the most critical compo-
nent in all directed evolution exercises and it requires a combination of
the right mutagenesis method and an efﬁcient cloning system. Methods
of genetic diversity creation have previously been reviewed by various re-
search groups (Bornscheuer and Kazlauskas, 2011; Shivange et al., 2009;
Wong et al., 2006b). Nonetheless, the rapidly transforming ﬁeld ofmolec-
ular biology has fuelled creativity in scientists and we continue to see
innovations in the way mutant libraries are prepared. For instance, new
discoveries or better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of
enzymes (e.g., recombinase) and genetic systems (e.g., transposition)
have expanded the systems and methodologies used in mutagenesis.
Advancement in cloning technology has led to simpliﬁcation of the 2-
step gene mutagenesis and cloning into a 1-step protocol.
In this review, wewould like to provide a critical update of the clon-
ing techniques and the genetic diversity creation methods developed
for mutant library preparation over the past six years (since 2008).
Speciﬁcally, the review summarises new cloning strategies that attempt
to improve the conventional restriction–ligation cloning method to
make it more amendable to mutant library creation. This is followed
by an update of the methodologies in random mutagenesis, focused
mutagenesis and DNA recombination, as well as the challenges these
methods address by comparisons to more widely applied methods
[e.g., error-prone polymerase chain reaction (epPCR), QuikChange
mutagenesis and DNA shufﬂing]. This update would provide a useful
guide to both new and experienced directed evolutionists when devel-
oping strategies in mutant library creation. Importantly, the method
comparison allows us to identify current key challenges. Mutant librar-
ies have now seen applications beyondprotein engineering. This review
will survey its wider applications and conclude with a perspective on
the future developments in the ﬁeld of genetic diversity creation.
2. Cloning mutant libraries
In virtually all directed evolution campaigns, experimentalwork com-
mences withmolecular cloning of the gene of interest (GOI) into a vector
for subsequent gene mutagenesis or into an expression vector for pro-
tein synthesis in an appropriate host organism (e.g., Escherichia coli,
Bacillus subtilis, Pichia pastoris and Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Traditional
PCR-based gene mutagenesis methods (e.g., epPCR and DNA shufﬂing)
also require cloning of the mutagenized genes.
Conventionally, directional gene cloning relies on creating sticky ends
(or cohesive ends) on both ends of an insert using a pair of type II restric-
tion enzymes (REs), followed by joining the digested insert with a recip-
ient vector pre-treated with the same pair of REs using a DNA ligase
(Fig. 1A). Despite being a technique still widely employed in many re-
search laboratories for cloning a GOI, this lengthy and time-consuming
process has its challenges for cloning large mutant libraries. Incomplete
restrictive digestion and poor ligation efﬁciency, for instance, reduce
cloning efﬁciency. Further, suitable unique restriction sites might not be
readily available and the addition of restriction sites might introduce
undesired extra amino acids in the resultant recombinant protein. To
overcome some or all of the aforementioned drawbacks, new ideas
have been proposed and some have further been developed into com-
mercial kits. These recent cloning methods are based on four strategies
depicted in Fig. 1: (1) complementary overhangs, (2) homologous se-
quences, (3) overlapping PCR and (4) megaprimers.
2.1. Molecular cloning based on complementary overhangs
Among the 4 strategies, cloning based on complementary overhangs
(Fig. 1A) most resembles the conventional restriction–ligation cloning
method. It varies from the conventional cloning in the ways comple-
mentary overhangs between the gene insert and vectorwere generated.
Four out of the 5 recently reported methods that used this strategy by-
pass the use of Type II REs, which typically generates 2–4 bp overhangs
on both ends of an insert. One of themethods replaced this step by two
parallel asymmetric PCRs of the GOI; one had excess reverse primer
with tailing bases and the other had excess forward primer with tailing
bases. As such, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) was produced in each
asymmetric PCR. ssDNAs from both PCRs were pooled and annealed
to form a double-stranded fragment bearing overhangs at both ends
that corresponded to the restriction overhangs of cloning vector
(Wang et al., 2009a). This method however remained dependent
on REs which were used to prepare the vector. Shinomiya et al. dem-
onstrated unidirectional cloning by cleaving two distinct cloning sites
with a single engineered zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) for both the GOI
and vector (Mori et al., 2009; Shinomiya et al., 2011). The ZFN recognizes
and cleaves a 26-bp DNA target site, generating a 2-nucleotide (nt) over-
hang (Shinomiya et al., 2011). Despite the replacement of RE either in
GOI preparation or in both GOI and vector preparation, both methods
above used DNA ligase to covalently link GOI with recipient vector,
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similar to that in conventional cloning. Phosphorothioate-based Ligase-
Independent Gene Cloning (PLICing), reported by Blanusa et al., is a
chemical-based method that bypasses both RE and DNA ligase
(Blanusa et al., 2010). In PLICing, vector and GOI were ampliﬁed with
synthetic oligonucleotides carryingmultiple phosphorothioate (PS) link-
ages. The PS bond substitutes a sulfur atom for a non-bridging oxygen in
the phosphate backbone of an oligonucleotide. After PCR, the PS bonds
were cleaved with iodine/ethanol solution producing single-stranded
overhangs. In another similar approach, termed NiDE, Yang et al. utilized
a single Nicking DNA Endonuclease (i.e., Nt.BbvCI) to create single-
stranded overhangs on both insert and recipient vector (Yang et al.,
2010). With the long complementary overhangs generated in PLICing
(12-nt) and NiDE (14-nt), the GOI and vector form stable nicked plasmid
DNA that can be directly transformed into E. coliwithout the use of DNA
ligase. Further to themethodological improvements, technical modiﬁca-
tionwas also adopted to achieve higher throughput in sticky end cloning.
In Single-Tube Restriction-based Ultraﬁltration Cloning (STRU-Cloning),
Bellini et al. employed a centrifugal ﬁlter unit withmembrane of suitable
cut-off to remove small and unwantedDNA fragments created during re-
strictive digestion of plasmid or insert (Bellini et al., 2011). Despite being
almost identical to conventional cloning technique, this approach
avoided the time-consuming agarose gel electrophoresis that often
results in low DNA recovery.
2.2. Molecular cloning based on homologous sequences
Methods that use homologous sequences (Fig. 1B) eliminate the
need of complementary overhangs between the GOI and vector. This
group of methods does not use REs or ligases but instead utilizes DNA
recombination in vitro or in vivo. Seamless Ligation Cloning Extract
(SLiCE) described a cloning approach using bacterial cell extract to
assemble DNA fragments into recombinant DNA molecules in a single
Fig. 1. Principles of molecular cloning: (A) complementary overhangs, (B) homologous sequences, (C) overlapping PCR and (D) megaprimers.
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in vitro recombination reaction (Zhang et al., 2012). The authors showed
that bacterial cell extract derived from standard laboratory E. coli K12
strains (e.g., JM109 and DH10B) can be used to perform in vitro recom-
bination and cloning efﬁciency was further enhanced using cell extract
derived from a modiﬁed DH10B strain that expressed λ prophage Red
recombination system. Highest cloning efﬁciency was achieved with
an optimal homology length of 52 bp. The same principle has also
proven to work in vivo (Abou-Nader and Benedik, 2010). Linearized
vector was co-transformed into E. coli MB4091 strain [DH10B
(pKD46)] together with the insert that shared homology ﬂanking.
pKD46 plasmid carries the λ red and gam genes that are expressed
from the arabinose inducible pBAD promoter. Recombination rate
was signiﬁcantly enhanced by using dephosphorylated vector and
gene fragment with 194- and 269-bp homologies on each end. Both
methods using this strategy required long sequences of ﬂanking ho-
mology, which can increase the cost of primers and possibly increase
the difﬁculty of PCR during GOI ampliﬁcation. Seamless Enzyme-Free
Cloning (SEFC) is another in vivo method based on homologous
sequences, in which PCR product and linear vector sharing homologous
ends were co-transformed into E. coli XL10-Gold (Zhu et al., 2010). Con-
trary to the previous two techniques, the authors showed that a short ho-
mologous end of 15 bp was sufﬁcient for creating recombinant DNA
molecules, regardless of the homologous end being 5′-protruding, 3′-pro-
truding or blunt (Zhong et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2010).
2.3. Molecular cloning based on overlapping PCR
Circular Polymerase Extension Cloning (CPEC) is a one-step cloning
procedure based on overlapping PCR (Quan and Tian, 2009). Following
gene ampliﬁcation, restrictive digestion and ligation were replaced by
PCR to construct recombinant DNA molecules using linearized vector
and insert that shared overlapping regions at both ends (Fig. 1C). For
individual gene cloning, overlapping region of 25–27 nt and a single
round of CPEC would sufﬁce. CPEC was also successfully used for
constructing a combinatorial library and formulti-component assembly
(Quan and Tian, 2009), making it an attractive alternative to conven-
tional cloning.
2.4. Molecular cloning based on megaprimer
Cloning based on megaprimer strategy (Fig. 1D) is, in principle,
similar to QuikChange mutagenesis. Transfer-PCR (TPCR) presented by
Erijman et al. ampliﬁed GOI with two primers containing 5′-sequences
corresponding to the integration sites in the recipient vector (Erijman
et al., 2011). Following the initial ampliﬁcation stage, the generated in-
termediate PCRproducts served asmegaprimers for linear ampliﬁcation
ofwhole plasmid. The concept of TPCR is identical toMegaprimer PCR of
Whole Plasmid (MEGAWHOP cloning) (Miyazaki, 2011) and Restriction-
Free cloning (RF cloning) (Unger et al., 2010). Exponential Mega-
priming PCR (EMP) cloning performs two PCR stages in a one-pot re-
action (Ulrich et al., 2012). In the ﬁrst stage, the gene was ampliﬁed
to introduce only one vector-integration site at one end. In the second
stage, the gene was integrated into the recipient vector via PCR.
After plasmid circularization by T4 DNA ligase, the recombinant
DNA molecules were ready for transformation. EMP was shown to
have higher efﬁciency compared to RF cloning, especially for long in-
serts above 2.5 kb (Ulrich et al., 2012). Both strategies of overlapping
PCR and megaprimer rely on the ability of polymerases to amplify
long sequences accurately and efﬁciently, and are facilitated by the
advancement and discovery of new polymerases in recent years.
2.5. Trend in molecular cloning
A comparison of the aforementioned molecular cloning tech-
niques (Table 1) revealed that most methods are RE-free and ligase-
independent. The transformation efﬁciencies reported provide a
useful overview when selecting a cloning method but are not abso-
lute comparisons since cloning efﬁciency is dependent on various
factors (Yoshida and Sato, 2009), including transformation method
used (electroporation or chemical method), bacterial cell competen-
cy, vector size, insert length, length of complementary sequences,
and homology length which cannot be accounted for here. It is inter-
esting to note that combination of the methods, overlapping PCR and
homologous recombination in standard E. coli DH5α strain, was demon-
strated in Asymmetric Bridge PCR with Intramolecular Homologous
Recombination (ABI-REC) (Bi et al., 2012). ABI-REC requires only one
ﬂanking homologous sequence and high efﬁciency was reported using a
relatively short homology length of 25 bp.
2.6. Improvements to cloning vectors
Further to the new cloning strategies, parallel efforts were made to
improve cloning vectors. ibsC gene, which encodes a 19-residue toxin
from E. coli K-12, was introduced into cloning vectors to facilitate
Table 1
Molecular cloning techniques reported since 2008.
Method Strategy RE and ligase
requirement
E. coli strain Transformation
method
Transformation
efﬁciency
Reference
Asymmetric PCR Complementary overhangs RE and ligase
required
JM109 NR 9 × 103 cfu/μg DNA Wang et al. (2009a)
ZFN Complementary overhangs RE-free DH5α NR NR Mori et al. (2009), Shinomiya
et al. (2011)
PLICing Complementary overhangs RE- and ligase-free XL10-Gold Chemical method 8 × 105 cfu/μg DNA Blanusa et al. (2010)
NiDE Complementary overhangs RE- and ligase-free DH5α Chemical method 1.2 × 104 cfu/μg
vector
Yang et al. (2010)
STRU-Cloning Complementary overhangs RE and ligase
required
DH5α NR NR Bellini et al. (2011)
SLiCE Homologous sequences RE- and ligase-free DH10B Electroporation 7.7 × 108 cfu/μg
vector
Zhang et al. (2012)
In vivo
recombination
Homologous sequences RE- and ligase-free MB4091 [DH10B
(pKD46)]
Electroporation 8.5 × 104 cfu/pmol
insert
Abou-Nader and Benedik (2010)
SEFC Homologous sequences RE- and ligase-free XL10-Gold Chemical method NR Zhu et al. (2010)
CPEC Overlapping PCR RE- and ligase-free GC5α Chemical method 5.6 × 107 cfu/μg
insert
Quan and Tian (2009)
TPCR Megaprimers RE- and ligase-free DH5α Chemical method NR Erijman et al. (2011)
RF cloning Megaprimers RE- and ligase-free DH5α NR NR Unger et al. (2010)
EMP cloning Megaprimers RE-free DH5α Chemical method NR Ulrich et al. (2012)
ABI-REC Overlapping PCR + homologous
sequences
RE- and ligase-free DH5α Chemical method NR Bi et al. (2012)
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selection of clones harbouring vector with a gene insert (Mok and Li,
2013). Another toxic ccdB gene was also a popular choice for selection
of positive clones (Wang et al., 2013a; Scholz et al., 2013). A high clon-
ing efﬁciency of 95–100% (i.e., b5% background) was reported using
these “detox cloning” systems (Mok and Li, 2013; Scholz et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2013a). Antibiotic resistance genes (e.g., β-lactamase,
neomycin phosphotransferase II) are commonly used as selection
marker for plasmid-bearing bacteria. A mfabI gene that encodes a
mutant form (G93V) of FabI (enoyl ACP reductase) was demonstrated
recently as an efﬁcient selection marker when E. coli cells were grown
in the presence of triclosan (Jang and Magnuson, 2013). The lack of
unique restriction sites within a gene insert was earlier identiﬁed
as a possible challenge to directional cloning. Instead of using a RE-
free cloning method to overcome this problem, Kielkowski et al.
developed an alternative strategy to protect internal restriction sites
against RE cleavage by incorporating 7-deaza-7-(triethylsilylethynyl)
deoxyadenosine triphosphate (dATESETP) into DNA during gene ampli-
ﬁcation via PCR (Kielkowski et al., 2013). The silylethynyl-protected
DNA was resistant to RE cleavage, whereas the restriction sites within
PCR primers were still cut by their corresponding REs (Kielkowski
et al., 2011). These latest developments would mean that directed evo-
lutionists are provided with more choices (e.g., vectors, selection
methods, cloning strategies) while preparing a gene library.
3. Genetic diversity creation
An ideal gene library for directed evolution would satisfy ﬁve
requirements (Table 2). Firstly, the library should be complex enough
to contain rare beneﬁcialmutations. Secondly, the library should encode
for mostly functional and properly folded proteins. Thirdly, the library
containsmostly unique gene sequenceswith none orminimal genotype
duplication. Fourthly, the mutational spectrum of the library can be ad-
justed to populate certain types of amino acid substitutions, depending
on the properties to be evolved. Fifthly, the library can be created easily
and cost effectively. Satisfying these requirements would increase the
chances of identifying rare beneﬁcial mutations and reduce screening
effort (Table 2). Broadly, methods for creating genetic diversity can be
classiﬁed into three categories: randommutagenesis, focusedmutagen-
esis and DNA recombination. In each category, many methods have
been reported with varying degrees of technical difﬁculty, cost effec-
tiveness and resultant library quality.
3.1. Random mutagenesis
Random mutagenesis is widely used in directed evolution for
quick and easy gene library preparation. Popular methods of choice
include Taq polymerase-based epPCR (e.g., MnCl2 and imbalanced
dNTP concentration), Mutazyme, nucleotide analogous (e.g., 8-oxo-
dGTP, dPTP and dITP), mutator strain (e.g., XL1-Red) and chemical
mutagens [e.g., ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) and hydroxylamine]
(Wong et al., 2006b). Commercial kits are available for most of them.
In recent years, we have witnessed further simpliﬁcation of these
methods. MegAnneal (Pai et al., 2012) and PCR Production of Circular
Plasmid [PPCP; (Le et al., 2013)] combined epPCR and cloning via the
megaprimer strategy discussed earlier into a single step (Erijman
et al., 2011; Miyazaki, 2011; Unger et al., 2010). Another variation
usedwas the cloning of epPCR libraries via overlapping PCR, in a similar
fashion as in CPEC (Quan and Tian, 2009). These strategies simplify and
expedite the 2-stepmutagenesis and cloning of library creation but they
do not change the diversity achieved or mutational spectrum control in
currently existing mutagenesis methods.
A good random mutagenesis method seeks to cover all nucleotide
substitutions equally and to achieve 3 consecutive nucleotide substitu-
tions to target all amino acid changes (Wong et al., 2007). An ideal ran-
dom mutagenesis method would allow equal occurrence of all four
transitions (Ts: AT→ GC and GC→ AT) and eight transversions (Tv:
AT→ TA, AT→ CG, GC→ CG and GC→ TA), with a probability of
16.67% for each nucleotide substitution pair and a Ts/Tv ratio of 0.5
(Table 3) (Wong et al., 2006a,b). Further, there should be no insertion
and deletion (InDel). In 2009, Savilahti and coworkers conducted a
comparative evaluation of mutational spectra from gene libraries pre-
pared using various random mutagenesis methods by sequencing
11,500–21,500 nucleotides (Rasila et al., 2009). These statistics serve
as a good benchmark and are included in the preferential nucleotide
substitution comparison of the new random mutagenesis methods
reported here (Table 3).
3.1.1. Variations to previous random mutagenesis methods
Many recently published methods are variations of existing proto-
cols. Dual Approach to Random Chemical Mutagenesis (DuARCheM),
for example, is a two-stage method (Mohan and Banerjee, 2008)
where GOI was ﬁrst randomly mutated via in vivo chemical mutagene-
sis with EMS. Subsequently, treated geneswere isolated and cloned into
untreated expression vectors to avoid mutations in the plasmid back-
bone. Despite having a Ts/Tv of 0.7 which is close to the ideal Ts/Tv
value of 0.5, the GC→ CG transversion is heavily overrepresented
(Table 3). Minamoto et al. attempted PCR using heavy water (D2O) as
solvent, in the absence or presence of MnCl2 (Minamoto et al., 2012).
Taq DNA polymerase exhibited 8-fold higher replication error in D2O
(~1.2 × 10−3 errors/bp) compared to that in H2O (1.5 × 10−4 errors/bp).
This error rate was further increased to ~1.8 × 10−3 errors/bp when
PCR was done in D2O in the presence of MnCl2. This was the ﬁrst
instance where D2O was used as a mutagen in random mutagenesis.
Although the mechanism of D2O-induced mutagenesis is yet to be
Table 2
Five requirements of an ideal gene library for directed evolution.
Requirements Implication for genetic diversity creation methods Implications for screening
1. Complex library to contain rare beneﬁcial mutations • No/minimal wildtype sequence
• No/minimal mutational bias
• Consecutive nucleotide substitutions or codon-based mutagenesis
• Smaller library to screen
2. Encode for mostly functional and properly folded proteins • Moderate mutation rate
• No/minimal prematurely truncated genes due to introduction of
stop codons or frameshift mutations (e.g., insertion, deletion)
• No/minimal structurally-disrupting mutations (e.g., introducing
Gly/Pro in helix)
• Smaller library to screen
3. Contains mostly unique gene sequences with none
or minimal genotype duplication
• No/minimal mutational hotspots or preferential sites
• Mutations randomly distributed across the entire gene
• Avoid screening identical clones
(i.e., more effective screening)
4. Possibility of populating certain amino acid
substitutions depending on property to be evolved
• Adjustable mutational spectrum • Smaller library to screen
5. Easy and cost-effective preparation • Minimal DNA manipulation
• No expensive kits/enzymes/chemicals
• Minimal number of oligonucleotides required
• Library can be created within a shorter time frame
• Screening can commence sooner
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elucidated, it was demonstrated that PCR yield was not affected in D2O.
Mutational spectrum of the method was heavily skewed towards tran-
sition, with a Ts/Tv ratio higher than that of epPCR with MnCl2 and
imbalanced dNTP concentration (Table 3). Wang et al. created a gene
library by combining PCR with 2′-deoxyinosine 5′-triphosphate (dITP)
and DNA fragmentation with endonuclease V (Wang et al., 2013c),
which is a deoxyinosine 3′-endonuclease (Cao, 2012). dITP is a purine
analogue that preferentially base-pairs with T and C (Wong et al.,
2008). The use of endonuclease V allows nucleotide substitutions to
be shufﬂed and recombined, thereby increasing mutation frequency.
Aswith numerous othermethods,Wang'smethod preferred transitions
over transversions owing to the base-pairing property of dITP.
Lamminmaki group improved the efﬁciency of previously reported
error-prone rolling circle ampliﬁcation [epRCA; (Fujii et al., 2004)]
by DNA concatemer resolution through Cre/loxP recombination, as
opposed to cutting the DNA concatemer to plasmid-sized fragments
with unique RE and circularizing the fragments through self-ligation
(Huovinen et al., 2011). However the method is the most transition
biassed among the new methods in Table 3. The same group also
demonstrated selective ampliﬁcation of nascently synthesized circu-
lar DNA carrying desired mutation by ϕ29 DNA polymerase, through
uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG) treatment of uracil-containing paren-
tal strand (Huovinen et al., 2012).
Liu et al. proposed mutagenizing GC-rich genes using sodium bisul-
ﬁte as chemical mutagen (Liu et al., 2009). Sodium bisulﬁte catalyzes
speciﬁc deamination of unmethylated cytosine to uracil. Themutational
spectrum of the method was not shown but likely favours transitions
due to replacement of cytosine by uracil.
Allmethods discussed so far can only statistically target single nucle-
otidewithin a codon, thus unable to achieve substitutions to all 19 other
amino acids. A recently publishedmethodwhich can target consecutive
nucleotide substitution is SeSaM-Tv-II (Mundhada et al., 2011), an
improved version of Sequence Saturation Mutagenesis (SeSaM)
(Wong et al., 2004, 2005, 2008). Up to 37% of the sequenced clones
carried consecutive nucleotide substitutions (e.g., TvTv), a mutational
pattern unobtainablewith epPCR or its derivatives. Among them, clones
with three consecutive nucleotide substitutions were also reported
(e.g., TvTsTs). SeSaM has been successfully applied for the evolution
of Bacillus gibsonii alkaline protease (Martinez et al., 2013) and
Yersinia mollaretii phytase (Shivange et al., 2012).
A careful examination of Table 3 revealed thatmostmethods are still
bias towards transitions (Ts/Tv N 0.5). XL1-Red and Mutazyme resulted
in high percentage of InDel. Further, transversion of AT→ CG is under-
represented, which could possibly be solved by SeSaM-Tv-II through
DNA fragmentation with dATPαS/dTTPαS followed by elongation with
dPTP/dITP. However, this remains to be experimentally proven.
3.1.2. Novel concept in random mutagenesis
Maheshri group recently reported TargetingGlycosylases To Embed-
ded Arrays for Mutagenesis (TaGTEAM), which is distinctly different
from epPCR (Finney-Manchester and Maheshri, 2013). The method
was designed for targeted in vivo mutagenesis in yeast (Finney-
Manchester and Maheshri, 2013). They fused yeast 3-methyladenine
DNA glycosylase (Mag1) to a tetR DNA-binding domain and localized
it to an array of binding sites in S. cerevisiae (i.e., array of tet operator
sequences). Mag1 creates abasic sites in the region surrounding its
binding sites. These Mag1-induced damages generate intermediates
for homologous recombination repair in an error-prone manner.
Although this method showed higher occurrence of transversions
(Ts/Tv b 0.3), the deletion percentage was very high (24.5%).
3.1.3. Transposon-based random mutagenesis
An exciting development in the ﬁeld is the emergence of
transposition-based methods (Table 4). These methods use MuA
transposase for random domain/tag/multiple amino acid insertion
(Edwards et al., 2008; Hoeller et al., 2008), random protein truncation,
random nucleotide triplet substitution (Baldwin et al., 2008; Daggett
et al., 2009; Liu and Cropp, 2012) or random circular permutation
(Mehta et al., 2012), depending on the design of mini-Mu transposon
(Table 4). Commercial kits of similar principles are also available from
Thermo Scientiﬁc (e.g., Mutation Generation System and Stop Genera-
tion System). Despite being capable of generating more complex gene
libraries compared to methods listed in Table 3, they often involve
extensive DNA manipulation (e.g., multiple transformation, restrictive
digestion and ligation steps), thus reducing overall efﬁciency. Further,
transposition can occur in the vector backbone (i.e., GOI is not mutated)
or result in frameshift (i.e., non-functional sequences). The transposon
integration efﬁciency is also affected by various factors, such as orienta-
tion, site preference and transposon size. That being said, the develop-
ment of these methods is a breakthrough in the ﬁeld. Methods
presented by Cropp and coworkers, for instance, permit mutagenizing
single or multiple codons throughout a protein sequence, by cleverly
incorporating a β-lactamase assay to select for in-frame transposition
(Daggett et al., 2009; Liu and Cropp, 2012). This method can potentially
Table 3
Random mutagenesis methods reported since 2008. Preferential nucleotide substitutions (i.e., probability N 16.7%) were in bold.
Methods
Transitions Transversions
InDel Ts/Tv Reference
AT GC GC AT AT TA AT CG GC CG GC TA
Ideal method 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 0.0 0.5 Wong et al. (2006a), Wong et al. (2006b)
Taq/MnCl2 and imbalanced 
dNTP concentration
38.1 19.0 27.8 4.0 0.0 6.3 4.8 1.5 Rasila et al. (2009)
Taq/8–oxo–dGTP and dPTP 65.4 27.5 1.6 4.4 0.0 0.0 1.1 15.5 Rasila et al. (2009)
Mutazyme/Amplicon 14.0 32.5 15.1 2.3 5.8 22.1 8.3 1.0 Rasila et al. (2009)
Mutazyme/Cycle 17.1 25.7 28.6 2.9 0.0 14.3 11.4 0.9 Rasila et al. (2009)
XL1–Red 0.0 60.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 6.0 Rasila et al. (2009)
NH2OH–HCl 15.4 76.9 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0 Rasila et al. (2009)
DuARChEM 13.5 26.9 1.9 5.8 42.3 9.6 0.0 0.7 Mohan and Banerjee (2008)
Taq/D2O 50.0 37.5 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 Minamoto et al. (2012)
Taq/D2O and MnCl2 60.0 12.0 8.0 8.0 4.0 8.0 0.0 2.6 Minamoto et al. (2012)
dITP and endonuclease V 38.4 39.7 4.6 8.6 4.6 4.0 0.0 3.6 Wang et al. (2013c)
epRCA with Cre/loxP
recombination
6.7 86.7 0.0 0.0 6.7 0.0 0.0 13.9 Huovinen et al. (2011)
SeSaM–Tv –II 15.2 18.3 1.8 1.8 33.9 29.1 0.0 0.5 Mundhada et al. (2011)
TaGTEAM 6.1 10.2 18.4 0.0 14.3 26.5 24.5 0.3 Finney–Manchester and Maheshri (2013)
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achieve any amino acid substitution. For example, a random codon
change to an amber stop codon (TGA) would allow incorporation of
unnatural amino acids (Liu and Schultz, 2010; Wang et al., 2012) at
random position (Daggett et al., 2009). To illustrate the applicability of
their method, Cropp and coworkers inserted p-benzoylphenylalanine
(pBpa), an unnatural photo-crosslinking amino acid, randomly in
glutathione-S-transferase (GST) (Daggett et al., 2009). In light of the
technical requirements, transposon-basedmethods suitmore advanced
users and experienced directed evolutionists.
3.1.4. Altered target sequence length in random mutagenesis
Methods discussed so far are largely limited to side-chain substitu-
tion (point mutation). Tawﬁk and coworkers introduced Tandem
Repeat Insertion (TRINS) that allows generation of tandem repeats of
random fragments of GOI via rolling circle ampliﬁcation (RCA) and con-
current incorporation of these repeats into GOI (Kipnis et al., 2012).
Using OverLap extension PCR and TA cloning (OLTA), Fujii et al. mod-
iﬁed ZFN by creating repeating copies of DNA-binding zinc ﬁngers
(Fujii et al., 2013). Should the gene length be kept (almost) the
same in a gene library (e.g., libraries created using epPCR, Mutazyme,
SeSaM, TriNEx, or Codon Scanning Mutagenesis)? Or is it wiser to
have variable gene length in a gene library (e.g., libraries created
using TRINS or OLTA)? This remains debatable, but likely depends
on the protein of interest and the properties to be evolved. As illus-
trated by Fujii et al., tandem repeats of DNA-binding motifs help to
improve DNA-binding afﬁnity (Fujii et al., 2013).
3.2. Focused mutagenesis
Improved protein variants found after screening allow us to identify
beneﬁcial mutations. In some cases, the mutated positions or their
neighbouring positions are subject to saturation mutagenesis, with the
aim of further enhancing the protein property or understanding
structure–function relationships. In rational designs of protein, key res-
idues are often identiﬁed for randomization after examining the
molecular structure of the target protein. Therefore, simple and robust
techniques for site-directed/multisite-directed/cassette mutagenesis
are highly desirable. Table 5 summarises focused mutagenesis methods
reported since 2008 and compares these methods based on (1) the
quality of the resultant mutant library and (2) the experimental
requirements/technical difﬁculty.
3.2.1. QuikChange derivatives
Since 2008, multiple groups improved the QuikChange method of
linear whole plasmid ampliﬁcation (Fig. 2). QuikChange, the most
frequently usedmethod for focusedmutagenesis, bypasses the cumber-
some RE digestion and ligation (Fig. 2A). The method, however, is
inherited with two drawbacks owing to its primer design. First, the
mutagenic primers are complementary to each other, therefore
favouring primer-dimer formation (in opposed to primer–template hy-
bridization) and lowering efﬁciency. Second, PCR fails when mutagenic
primers anneal to newly synthesized “nicked” daughter DNAs.
Single-Primer Reactions In Parallel (SPRINP) (Fig. 2B) uses two par-
allel PCRs with only one mutagenic primer in each PCR to circumvent
the primer-dimer problem (Edelheit et al., 2009). After the ﬁrst ampliﬁ-
cation stage, PCR products were combined and additional PCR cycles
were run. SPRINP is almost identical to another 2-stage protocol pub-
lished (Wang andMalcolm, 1999), with the exception of DNA polymer-
ase used. By using a pair of partially overlapping mutagenic primers
(Fig. 2C), Liu and Naismith achieved higher QuikChange efﬁciency (Liu
and Naismith, 2008). Similar strategy has also been reported by
Reymond and coworkers previously (Zheng et al., 2004).
In a 2-stage protocol proposed independently by Reetz group
(Sanchis et al., 2008) and Tseng et al. [Megaprimed and Ligase-Free
PCR-based Method for Site-Directed Mutagenesis, MLF-SDM; (Tseng
et al., 2008)], a sequence within the gene-harbouring plasmid was
ampliﬁed using a mutagenic primer and a silent primer that were
non-overlapping (Fig. 2D). The PCR products from the ﬁrst stage served
as megaprimers for whole plasmid ampliﬁcation in the second stage.
Tseng et al. extended their megaprimer-based 2-stage procedure for si-
multaneousmutation of up to six distal sites (Phosphorylation-Free and
Ligase-Free PCR-based Method for Multiple SDM, PFLF-MSDM; (Tseng
Table 4
Transposon-based random mutagenesis methods reported since 2008.
Method Genetic diversity Reading-frame
selection
Resultant protein
length (theoretical)
Transposase Transposon Reference
Mutation Generation
System (MGS)
Random insertion
of 15 bp
No (X + 5) a.a. MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying kanamycin
resistance gene, ﬂanked by MuA and NotI
recognition sites
Thermo Scientiﬁc
technical manual
Stop Generation System Random protein
truncation
No Variable MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying kanamycin
or chloramphenicol resistance gene,
ﬂanked by MuA and NotI recognition sites
Thermo Scientiﬁc
technical manual
Domain insertion Random domain
insertion of N a.a.
No (X + N − 1) a.a. MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying chloramphenicol
resistance gene, ﬂanked by MuA and MlyI
recognition sites
Edwards et al. (2008)
TriNEx Random nucleotide
triplet substitution
No X a.a. MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying chloramphenicol
resistance gene, ﬂanked by MuA and MlyI
recognition sites
Baldwin et al. (2008)
TIM Random tag insertion
of N a.a.
No (X + N) a.a. MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying kanamycin
resistance gene, ﬂanked by MuA and AarI
recognition sites
Hoeller et al. (2008)
Codon scanning
mutagenesis
Random nucleotide
triplet substitution
Yes X a.a. MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying chloramphenicol
resistance gene, ﬂanked by MuA and MlyI
recognition sites
Daggett et al. (2009)
Multi-codon scanning
mutagenesis
Random single, double
or triple nucleotide
triplet substitution
Yes X a.a. MuA Asymmetrical mini-Mu carrying VMA-intein and
β-lactamase fusion gene, ﬂanked by MuA
recognition sites
Liu and Cropp (2012)
PERMUTE Circular permutation No (X + 23) a.a. MuA Symmetrical mini-Mu carrying a stop codon,
a terminator, an origin of replication, a kanamycin
resistance gene, a promoter
and a ribosome-binding site, ﬂanked by MuA
recognition sites
Mehta et al. (2012)
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Table 5
Comparison of focused mutagenesis methods published since 2008.
Method Library quality Experimental requirements Reference
Single/multi
site
Maximum
number of
sites
Efﬁciency
(number
of sites)
Possibility of
insertion
(efﬁciency)/
deletion
(efﬁciency)a
Primer
lengthb
Number of
primers for
substitutionc
Primer
modiﬁcation
Polymerase usedd Cloning
with
restriction
enzymes
Type of DNA
transformed
Parental template
removal
QuikChange lightning
site-directed
mutagenesis
Yes/no 1 85% (1) Yes/yes 25–45 nt 2 None PfuUltra
high-ﬁdelity
No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Agilent manual
(catalogue number
210518)
QuikChange Lightning
Multi Site-Directed
Mutagenesis
Yes/yes 5 55% (3) NR/NR 25–45 nt N None (kinase
required)
Pfu Fusion No Circular ssDNA DpnI digest Agilent manual
(catalogue number
210514)
QuikChange derivative:
SPRINP
Yes/no 1 100% (1) Yes/NR 33–57 nt 2 None Pwo Master No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Edelheit et al.
(2009)
QuikChange derivative:
Partially overlapping
primers
Yes/yes 2 75% (2)
100% (1)
Yes (N75%)/
yes (100%)
34–56 nt 2 N None Pfu No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Liu and Naismith
(2008)
QuikChange derivative:
MLF-SDM
Yes/yes 2 90% (1) NR/NR 22–40 nt 2 None PfuTurbo No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Tseng et al. (2008)
QuikChange derivative:
PFLF-MSDM
Yes/yes 6 40% (6)
80% (4)
NR/NR 22–23 nt N None PfuTurbo No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Tseng et al. (2010)
QuikChange derivative:
Ω-PCR
Yes/no 1 94–95% (1) Yes (78–100%)/
yes (100%)
41–43 nt 2 None PrimeSTAR
Taq
No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Chen et al. (2013)
QuikChange derivative:
Q5 Site-Directed
mutagenesis
Yes/no 1 N90% (1) Yes (N90%)/
yes (N90%)
N23 nt 2 None (kinase required) Q5 No Circular dsDNA DpnI digest NEB manual
(catalogue number
E0554S)
QuikChange derivative:
PFunkel
Yes/yes 4 70% (4)
100% (1)
NR/NR 25–26 nt N + 1 5′-phosphorylation PfuTurbo Cx Hotstart No Circular dsDNA UDG and ExoIII
degradation
of uracil-containing
ssDNA
Firnberg and Ostermeier
(2012)
OmniChange Yes/yes 5 100% (5) NR/NR 25–36 nt 2 N Phosphorothioate
bond
Phusion No Nicked dsDNA DpnI digest Dennig et al. (2011)
OSCARR Yes/no 1 95% (1) NR/NR 18–50 nt 3 None PfuPlus! Yes Circular dsDNA Gel puriﬁcation Hidalgo et al. (2008)
In vivomethod: E. coli Yes/no 1 ~40% (1) NR/NR ~73 nt 1 None Not required No Oligonucleotide No template removal
(Mutate a gene
within genome)
Valledor et al.
(2012)
In vivomethod: yeast Yes/yes 3 0.01% (3)
0.2% (2)
5% (1)
NR/NR 63 nt N None Not required No Oligonucleotide
and linear
vector
No template removal Pirakitikulr et al.
(2010)
Partially in vivomethod:
E. coli
Yes/no 1 100% (1) Yes (93%)/
yes (100%)
30–47 nt 4 None Pfu Yes Linear dsDNA No template removal
(PCR from genomic
DNA)
Wu et al. (2013)
a NR = Not reported.
b nt = Nucleotides.
c N = Number of sites.
d Polymerase used determines the time required for PCR and the accuracy of vector backbone ampliﬁcation.
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et al., 2010)). Compared to QuikChange Multi Site-Directed Mutagene-
sis, PFLF-MSDM does not require 5′-phosphorylated primers and liga-
tion of mutated fragments. Further, mutagenic efﬁciency reported was
higher than that of QuikChange method [66.5% for triple mutations,
45.4% for quadruple mutations and 32.4% for pentuple mutations;
(Hogrefe et al., 2002)].Ω-PCR, published very recently, is another single
site mutagenesis method based on the use of megaprimers for whole
plasmid ampliﬁcation (Chen et al., 2013).
In Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit commercialised by New
England Biolabs (NEB), two non-overlapping primers (one mutagenic
and one silent) are used for whole plasmid ampliﬁcation (Fig. 2E).
Subsequently, PCR product is subject to kinase-ligase-DpnI enzyme
mix treatment to 5′-phosphorylate and circularise daughter DNAs and
to remove parental templates.
In PFunkel (Firnberg and Ostermeier, 2012), a 5′-phosphorylated
mutagenic primer was used to amplify uracil-containing ssDNA tem-
plate and the mutant strand was circularized with Taq ligase (Fig. 2F).
Complementary strand was subsequently synthesized by addition of a
reverse primer. After removal of template DNA using UDG and endonu-
clease III, double-stranded mutant DNAs were transformed into E. coli.
PFunkel was used to saturate four distal sites with an efﬁciency of
70%. The authors also demonstrated the saturation of every single
codon of TEM-1 β-lactamase gene (287 codons) by using 287 muta-
genic primers in a one-pot reactionwith a low primer to template ratio.
Compared to PFunkel, QuikChange is technically simpler since it does
not require preparation of uracil-containing ssDNA template and 5′-
phosphorylated mutagenic primer. Among the ﬁve QuikChange varia-
tions (Fig. 2B–F), methods of using partially overlapping mutagenic
primers, NEB kit and PFunkel overcome both the drawbacks of original
QuikChange.
3.2.2. Novel concepts in focused mutagenesis
Two novel concepts, OmniChange andOne-pot SimpleMethodology
for Casette Randomization and Recombination (OSCARR), were intro-
duced. OmniChange allows simultaneous saturation of ﬁve codons in a
GOI (Dennig et al., 2011). Vector carrying GOI was ampliﬁed in parallel
PCRs to generate fragments that cover the entire plasmid sequence.
Each PCR was done using a pair of primers (one mutagenic and one si-
lent) that contained PS linkages; the number of parallel PCRs required
equals the number of sites to be simultaneously mutated/saturated.
After parallel PCRs, PS linkages were cleaved with iodine/ethanol pro-
ducing single-stranded overhangs. All DNA fragments were quantiﬁed,
pooled, annealed, and transformed into E. coli. OmniChange achieved
100% mutagenic efﬁciency in an attempt to saturate 5 codons simulta-
neously using primers with NNK degenerate codons (N: A/T/G/C, K: G/
T; 32 codons for the entire set of standard amino acids). The highmuta-
genic efﬁciency is likely due to the inherent nature of themethodwhere
DNAs can only be transformed into E. coli when all PCR fragments
(therefore allmutated sites) anneal to form complete plasmids. An anal-
ysis of 48 clones revealed that an NNK coverage of 65.6–84.4% was
feasible with OmniChange.
OSCARR is a 2-stage protocol developed for randomizing a pre-
selected protein region (5–16 amino acids) (Hidalgo et al., 2008). In
the ﬁrst stage, a partial sequence of GOI was ampliﬁed using a spiked
oligonucleotide (covering the region to be randomized) and a silent
primer in an asymmetric PCR. In the second stage, a second silent prim-
er was added to generate the full-length GOI. The authors further opti-
mized their method for randomizing two protein regions. Owing to
its “one-pot” nature and the use of spiked oligonucleotide, wildtype
sequences or sequences with synonymous mutations were expected
in the gene library; thereby reducing genetic diversity. Nonetheless,
OSCARR allows randomizing a longer protein region in comparison to
conventional QuikChange method that is mostly used for 3 nt substitu-
tions (i.e., a single codon). In contrast to all aforementioned methods,
OSCARR library requires cloning using REs and DNA ligase.
3.2.3. In vivo methods for focused mutagenesis
In vivomethods represent a varied development from the prevalent
in vitro mutagenesis methods. Valledor et al. electroporated single-
stranded mutagenic oligonucleotide into E. coli cells that transiently
expressed λ prophage recombination system encoded by exo, bet and
gam genes to alter gene encoded in the genome (Valledor et al., 2012).
Fig. 2. Primer design in original QuikChangemethod and QuikChange-derivatives: (A) Complementarymutagenic primer pair used in original QuikChangemethod, (B) Two parallel PCRs
using one mutagenic primer each, (C) Partially overlapping mutagenic primer pair, (D) PCR with one mutagenic primer and one silent primer. Intermediate PCR products serve as
megaprimers for subsequent whole plasmid ampliﬁcation. (E) Non-overlapping primers (one mutagenic and one silent) used in NEB kit, (F) 5′-phosphorylated mutagenic primer used
in PFunkel. Complementary strand is subsequently synthesized by addition of a reverse primer.
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Though convenient, the library contained high proportion of wildtype
sequence due to low recombination efﬁciency. Unlike most other
methods that utilize RE DpnI to degrade methylated parental plas-
mids, in vivo method does not separate mutant DNAs from the
starting templates. In the same vein, Pirakitikulr et al. reported an
in vivo mutagenesis in yeast, in which linear vector containing GOI
was co-transformed with single-stranded mutagenic oligonucleo-
tide (Pirakitikulr et al., 2010). Multiple sites could be mutated simul-
taneously, despite low efﬁciency. Another partially in vivo technique
that involves more DNA manipulation was designed by Wu et al.
(2013). This method involved (1) creating two PCR fragments in
two separate PCRs, each with one mutagenic primer and one silent
primer, (2) digesting the fragments individually with one unique
RE, (3) ligating the fragments to a linearized vector to produce linear
recombinant vector with two blunt ends which are homologous, and
(4) transforming the linear vector into a standard E. coli DH5α for plas-
mid circularization via recombination. Although time-consuming, the
method achieved high efﬁciency for nucleotide substitution, deletion
and insertion.
3.3. DNA recombination
Gene library creation via DNA recombination (or DNA shufﬂing) is
also widely adopted in molecular evolution. Contrary to random muta-
genesis that accumulates mutations on a single parental gene, DNA
recombination requires several gene sequences encoding proteins of
similar function or a gene pool from randommutagenesis (e.g., epPCR).
DNA shufﬂing, proposed originally by Stemmer, was a method for
reassembly of genes from their random DNA fragments resulting in
in vitro recombination (Stemmer, 1994). Brieﬂy, a gene poolwas subject
to random fragmentation by DNaseI. Fragments of 10–50 bpwere puri-
ﬁed from agarose gel and reassembled in a primerless PCR. The product
of primerless PCR was subsequently ampliﬁed in a second PCR using a
pair of ﬂanking primers. In an attempt to create a chimeric library be-
tween human and murine interleukin 1β (high DNA sequence identity
between both genes; ClustalW2 score of 76), Stemmer obtained on
average 1.9 crossovers per gene. Further, randommutationswere intro-
duced in a DNA shufﬂing process, possibly due to inherent replication
error from DNA polymerase. In the period from 2008, we have seen
new DNA recombination methods being published aiming to either
(1) simplify Stemmer shufﬂing, (2) recombine DNA sequences of low
sequence identity/homology, or (3) increase the number of crossovers
per gene.
QuikChange Shufﬂing, as implied in the name, is a QuikChange-like
protocol (An et al., 2011). Homologous genes, ﬂanked by plasmid-
derived DNA sequences, were mixed and sonicated to produce short
fragments (50–100 bp). In the subsequent primerless PCR, these frag-
ments were assembled on the basis of sequence homology. The PCR
products were then annealed with linearized plasmids together with
two pairs of complementary primers (mutagenic primers designed to
anneal to a predicted crossover site within the gene) to perform a
QuikChange-like ampliﬁcation of whole plasmid. The method avoided
the use of DNaseI that preferentially cleaves DNA at 5′-site of pyrimi-
dines and the need of cloning. The authors reported an average of 2.9
crossovers per gene though the use of specially designed mutagenic
primers likely contributed to this increase in crossover number.
Lim et al. reported DNA shufﬂing using ssDNAs (Lim et al., 2012).
Targeted fragments of homologous genes were each ampliﬁed by
one 5′-phosphorylated primer and one unmodiﬁed primer. Upon
PCR, 5′-phosphorylated DNA strands were selectively degraded by
λ exonuclease. Single-stranded DNA fragments obtained were sub-
sequently assembled via overlapping PCR with Klenow fragment
(KF). The use of ssDNA and KF eliminated the primerless PCR step
that is widely used in DNA shufﬂing for generating full-length sequence
and is often resulting in DNA smearing. However, Lim's method would
require crossover sites (and therefore number of crossovers) to be
pre-determined.
In the quest to extend the application of DNA recombination to
sequences of low homology, Schwaneberg group and Hollfelder group
independently reported near homology-independent methods for
recombinatorial assembly of DNA fragments (Marienhagen et al.,
2012; Villiers et al., 2010). Phosphorothioate-based DNA Recombina-
tion (PTRec) is a RE- and ligase-free method (Marienhagen et al.,
2012); the principle of which is identical to OmniChange discussed
above (Dennig et al., 2011). Brieﬂy, target fragments of family genes
and vector were ampliﬁed with PS linkage-bearing oligonucleotides.
After parallel PCRs, iodine/ethanol treatment produced single-
stranded overhangs. Upon hybridization, the resulting DNA con-
structs were transformed into competent host cells directly. USER
Friendly DNA Recombination (USERec), on the other hand, requires
multiple enzymes. Target fragments of family genes were ampliﬁed
with uracil-containing oligonucleotides and PfuTurbo Cx Hotstart
DNA polymersase. Next, a USER enzymemix (UDG and endonuclease
VIII) was used to produce single-stranded overhangs. Fragments
were then joined using T4 DNA ligase and ampliﬁed with PfuTurbo
DNA polymerase for subsequent cloning into an appropriate expres-
sion vector. Similar to Lim's method discussed above (Lim et al.,
2012), users of PTRec and USERec need to pre-deﬁne crossover
sites to design corresponding primers. It's worth noting that tech-
niques developed for assembling DNA molecules in a pre-deﬁned
order could also be adapted for DNA recombination, examples
include Gibson assembly [using an enzyme mixture of 5′-exonuclease,
DNA polymerase and DNA ligase; (Gibson et al., 2009)], Class IIS
endonuclease-mediated ligation of fragments {e.g., BsaI/Eco31I [5′-
GGTCTC(1/3)-3′] in conjunction with T4 DNA ligase (Gao et al., 2013;
Yan et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2013)}, and nicking endonuclease-based
DNA fragments assembly [e.g., Nb.BbvCI, Nb.BspQI, Nb.BtsI (Wang
et al., 2013b)].
4. Trends in genetic diversity creation
Recent developments in mutant library cloning have been geared
towards less DNA manipulation (e.g., gel extraction and puriﬁcation)
and less RE- or ligase-dependence. In vivo cloning is stepping into the
limelight with its ease and speed since PCR product can be directly
transformed together with its recipient vector without further ma-
nipulation. The advancement in molecular cloning has undoubtedly
transformed the ways random mutagenesis libraries (e.g., epPCR)
were prepared with increasing number of methods integrating
mutagenesis and cloning into a single step. Recent randommutagen-
esis methods have been designed to increase the occurrence of
transversions and consecutive nucleotide substitutions, which are
rare in conventional approaches (e.g., epPCR). Despite being techni-
cally more demanding, transposition-based methods that achieve
codon substitutions have high potential to explore the entire protein
sequence space. Method that results in variable gene length was also
developed, leading to a new strategy in directed evolution. In focused
mutagenesis,we have noticed the development ofmultiple QuikChange
derivatives. The emphases have been placed on increasing efﬁciency of
QuikChange and simultaneous mutagenesis of multiple sites (distantly
or closely spaced sites). In vivo methods have also been described,
although there remain problems to be tackled (e.g., parental sequence
removal and recombination efﬁciency improvement). For DNA recom-
bination, methods with increased number of crossovers and combina-
torial assembly of low homology sequences have been reported using
pre-determined crossover sites. Within a relatively short period of
time (2008 to date), we havewitnessed rigorous development in genetic
diversity creation.
A survey of one hundred directed evolution papers published in the
past three years (2011–2013) reveals that random mutagenesis of
single GOI is the most widely used strategy in genetic diversity creation
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(Fig. 3). epPCR with Mutazyme, QuikChange, and Stemmer shufﬂing
remain the most frequently employed method in their respective cate-
gory, despite the stunning array ofmethods available. This trend is likely
a consequence of ﬁve factors: (1) Technical simplicity of epPCR and
QuikChange protocol, (2) Commercial availability of some methods
(e.g., GeneMorph II and QuikChange Lightning from Agilent, Diversify
from Clontech), (3) Proprietary issues complicating wide adoption of
some methods in academic research laboratories (e.g., EvoSight,
SeSaM, L-Shufﬂing), (4) Mentality of users (e.g., the attitude of “don't
change the working protocol”) and (5) The lack of a systematic archive
of mutagenesis methods and a guideline to facilitate method selection.
This survey has motivated us to propose a decision diagram (Fig. 4) to
facilitate mutagenesis strategy and method selection when embarking
on a new directed evolution project.
5. Current challenges in genetic diversity creation
Although protein engineers have the luxury to choose from a multi-
tude of mutagenesis methods available, challenges remain in genetic
diversity creation. The most prominent one that persists today is the
“number problem” (Reetz et al., 2008). Using a relatively small protein
of 100 residues to illustrate, the corresponding protein sequence space
is astronomically huge with 20100 constituents (~1.3 × 10130). Sam-
pling this pool of sequences is practically impossible. Fortunately, the
need tomaintain the structural and functional integrity of an “evolving”
protein severely restricts the repertoire of acceptable amino acid substi-
tution (Povolotskaya and Kondrashov, 2010) and the allowable number
of mutations per sequence. If we introduce only one amino acid substi-
tution randomly in a 100-residue protein, the number of unique
sequences is reduced drastically to 1.9 × 103 [100C1 × (20 − 1); ex-
cluding wildtype sequence]. If two or three amino acid substitutions
are introduced randomly, the numbers of unique sequences are
~2.0 × 106 [100C2 × (20 × 20 − 1)] and ~1.3 × 109 [100C3 × (20 ×
20 × 20 − 1)], respectively. These are manageable library sizes if
we consider the capacities of current screening strategies in directed
evolution [e.g., agar plate screen (~105), microtiter plate screen
(~104), selection (~109), cell surface display (~109) and in vitro com-
partmentalization (~1010); (Leemhuis et al., 2009)]. However, we
often ﬁnd wildtype sequences, redundant sequences and truncated
sequences in a gene library for various reasons. Low mutation rate
of the mutagenesis method employed, single nt substitution in a
codon, preference towards transitions, redundancy of the genetic
code, mutational hotspots/bias and mutagenesis methods with no re-
moval of parental template sequence could result in high percentage
of wildtype or redundant sequences in a gene library (Wong et al.,
2007). To account for these contributing factors, the library size to be
screened must be considerably larger than the theoretical values calcu-
lated above, which in turn exert pressure on screening. While we are
limited by the screening capacity, the only solution is to reduce the li-
brary size without compromising its quality. As an example, a codon
could be saturated by applying an NNN codon degeneracy (N: A/T/G/
C; 64 codons for 20 amino acids). To reduce the number of clones to
be examined, the same codon could be randomized using an NNK or
an NNS codon degeneracy (K: T/G; S: G/C; 32 codons for 20 amino
acids). If we utilize an NDT codon degeneracy (D: A/G/T), we can tar-
get 12 amino acids (G, V, L, I, F, Y, N, S, C, D, H, R). This is a balancedmix
of aliphatic and aromatic, non-polar and polar, as well as negatively
charged and positively charged representatives, while excluding
chemically/structurally similar amino acids. Reetz and coworkers dem-
onstrated that NDT library was of higher quality compared to NNK li-
brary, despite being smaller in size, by evolving an epoxide hydrolase
(Reetz et al., 2008). The quality was measured by higher frequency of
positive variants and the magnitude of property improvement (Reetz
et al., 2008). The concept of creating a “smarter” gene library (good
quality yet small in size) should therefore be extended to all mutagen-
esis methods, though this is not trivial and remains a huge challenge.
The second challenge, somewhat related to the previous, is the
development of a rapid mutagenesis method that favours subsets of
amino acid substitutions or acceptable amino acid substitutions. The
reasons are twofold: (1) to populate property-speciﬁc amino acid
Fig. 3. Trend analysis for genetic diversity creation in directed evolution, based on one hundred randomly selected original articles published between 2011 and 2013. These articles were
indexed by PubMed and contained either “directed evolution” or “laboratory evolution” in the article title. (A) Mutagenesis strategy adopted in these papers, speciﬁc method used (B) for
random mutagenesis, (C) for focused mutagenesis and (D) for DNA recombination were analysed.
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substitutions; thereby increasing hit rate, and (2) to reduce the library
size and to improve its library quality through eliminating amino acid
substitutions that disrupt protein structural and functional integrity. It
is widely accepted that amino acid propensity determines protein
secondary structure (α-helix, β-sheet or loop). A mutagenesis method
that selectively populates certain amino acid substitutions would also
shed light on the link between amino acid propensity and protein prop-
erties (e.g., thermostability, solvent tolerance). In a recently reported
directed evolution of cellobiohydrolase, for example, thermostabilizing
mutations found were predominantly S→ P substitutions in the loop
regions (Wu and Arnold, 2013).
Focused mutagenesis methods that can simultaneously mutate/
saturate up to 6 distal sites have been reported. It is however useful
to develop methods that can achieve even higher number of codon
changes. This proposal is motivated by two lessons that we have
learned from protein engineering. First, improved protein variants that
accumulated more than 6 mutations after multiple rounds of evolution
have been widely reported. Second, the number of amino acids that
are involved in substrate binding, protein–protein interaction, protein–
nucleic acid interaction or target recognition could well be above 6.
Therefore, it would be beneﬁcial to be able to mutate/saturate all these
positions simultaneously. OSCARR was developed to mutate a region of
up to 16 amino acids (Hidalgo et al., 2008), but there remains a need
to develop methods that can simultaneously mutate several regions in
a protein to fully explore synergistic effects of mutations in various pro-
tein regions.
Numerous DNA recombination methods highlighted in this review
achieved increased number of crossovers while recombining non-
homologous genes via rationally pre-determined crossover sites. Earlier
work outside the scope of this review has described method of non-
homologous random recombination [NRR (Bittker et al., 2004)]. Howev-
er, the library created with this method contained many insertions,
deletions and rearrangements, which could result in a high number
of non-functional protein variants. Whether to apply rationally pre-
selected or randomly generated crossover sites likely depends on the
structural information available for the proteins of interest. The challenge
however remains that we need a robust method which could achieve
both high number of random crossovers and low incidence of InDel/
rearrangement when recombining genes of low sequence homology.
When developing a mutagenesis method, the difﬁculty most often
encountered is the low number of mutant clones obtained. There are
various contributing factors e.g. low PCR yield while trying to increase
themutational frequency in a mutagenic PCR (by increasing concentra-
tion of MnCl2 or perturbing the balance of nucleotide concentration),
lowDNA recovery after several DNApuriﬁcation steps, and poor ligation
efﬁciency. Similarly, increasing the number of simultaneous codon sub-
stitutions in focusedmutagenesis or increasing the crossover number in
DNA recombination often results in lower number of clones. Thus the
challenges in the ﬁeld of creating genetic diversity are multiplex.
While seeking methods of greater genetic diversity (quality), one has
also to ensure getting sufﬁcient number of clones (quantity) to effec-
tively explore the protein sequence space.
Fig. 4. Decision diagram proposed for mutagenesis strategy and method selection.
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6. Wider applications of mutagenesis
Our discussion on cloning andmutagenesis so far has been limited to
phenotypic improvement through accumulation of mutations on a
single protein-encoding gene. The application of mutagenesis has, in
fact, been extended to multigenic phenotypes or even whole cells.
Moreover, mutagenesis is also applied in diverse areas such as viral
evolution, metagenomics, and functional study of proteins.
Genome engineering is the art of genome-scale alteration that gives
rise to a desired phenotype. Other than allowing us to experimentally
probe biological and medical questions (e.g., understanding molecular
mechanisms and searching for therapeutic targets in disease treat-
ment), genome engineering has found its biotechnological application
in industrial strain improvement. λ Red-mediated recombination,men-
tioned earlier for cloningmutant libraries, is awidely adopted technique
for genome mutagenesis or engineering (Diner et al., 2011). Further,
permanent and precise genetic modiﬁcation of various cell types and
organisms could be achieved using customizable molecular scissors
that cleave DNA site-speciﬁcally resulting in dsDNA breaks (Mussolino
and Cathomen, 2013). These damages are subsequently repaired either
by homologous recombination, which allows the insertion of new
sequences, or by nonhomologous end joining, an error-prone process
that can result in gene knockouts. Customizable molecular scissors, re-
ported to date, include ZFNs (also used for molecular cloning), TALENs
(transcription activator-like effector nucleases) and RGEN (RNA-guided
Endonuclease) (Mussolino and Cathomen, 2013). Phenotype change
through temporary reprogramming of gene expression proﬁle has also
been demonstrated. Relevant strategies include mutagenesis of global
transcription regulators [e.g., cAMP receptor protein (CRP)] (Chong
et al., 2013) and creating artiﬁcial transcription factors by fusing zinc
ﬁngers to either transcription activator or transcription repressor
(Park et al., 2003). Church group developed Multiplex Automated
Genome Engineering (MAGE) for large-scale programming and evolu-
tion of cells (Wang et al., 2009b). Mediated by the bacteriophage λ-
Red ssDNA-binding protein β, allelic replacement is achieved in E. coli
by directing oligonucleotides [designed to target ribosomal binding
sites (RBS)] to the lagging strand of the replication fork during DNA rep-
lication. Another recombineering-based method, TRackable Multiplex
Recombineering (TRMR), was reported by Gill group (Warner et al.,
2010). Genetic modiﬁcations are created in recombination-proﬁcient
E. coli, using oligonucleotides designed to target promoter and RBS
sequences. These oligonucleotides carry molecular barcodes for subse-
quent tracking using microarray technique. The development of MAGE
and TRMR is stimulated by the decreasing cost of oligonucleotide
syntheses and our increasing knowledge of biological systems.
Random mutagenesis and DNA recombination methods have also
been applied to viral evolution. Themost prominent example is directed
evolution of adeno-associated virus (AAV) for enhanced gene delivery,
gene targeting, cell-type speciﬁcity, capability of crossing blood–brain
barrier, and intravitreal transduction (Bartel et al., 2012).
In metagenomics, Truncated Metagenomic Gene-Speciﬁc PCR
(TMGS-PCR) was developed as a strategy for collecting metagenomic
homologous genes for DNA shufﬂing from environmental samples by
Wang et al. (2010). Using lipase as proof of principle, a metagenomic
starting gene encoding a protein with lipolytic activity was isolated
from functional screening. Based on the sequence of this identiﬁed
gene, a set of gene-speciﬁc primers was designed and used to amplify
homologous genes fromdifferent environmental samples. The retrieved
homologous genes were subjected to conventional DNA shufﬂing to
generate chimeric library.
Oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis (e.g., QuikChange) is broadly
used in alanine-scanning mutagenesis (i.e., systematic amino acid
substitution to an alanine), binomial mutagenesis (substitution to an
alanine or wildtype amino acid through a degenerate codon) and shot-
gun mutagenesis (or tetranomial mutagenesis; substitution to an ala-
nine, wildtype amino acids or two other amino acids) (Morrison and
Weiss, 2001; Sidhu and Kossiakoff, 2007). These combinatorial libraries
with restricted diversity have numerous applications, which include
antibody epitope mapping, identifying membrane protein signalling
motifs, protein and antibody engineering, optimization of protein stabil-
ity or expression, mapping of functional domains, and identifying DNA/
RNA active elements.
7. Future prospects and conclusion
What does the future hold for genetic diversity creation?We believe
a synergistic combination of statistical/computational tools and muta-
genesis methodswould deliver high quality gene libraries formolecular
evolution. Mutagenesis Assistant Program (MAP) and its improved ver-
sion MAP2.03D, for example, compare amino acid substitution patterns
of numerous commonly used random mutagenesis methods upon
input of GOI DNA sequence (Verma et al., 2012; Wong et al., 2006a).
SCHEMA-guided recombination has met great success in customizing
protein properties (Heinzelman et al., 2009, 2010; Romero et al.,
2012); PTRec (Marienhagen et al., 2012) and USERec (Villiers et al.,
2010) described above are well suited for creating SCHEMA libraries.
CASTing is also increasingly used to reduce gene library size (Liang
et al., 2007). In addition to these tools that guide our selection of a mu-
tagenesis strategy, programmes are also designed to facilitatemolecular
biology work. SDM-Assist is a programme that designs primers for site-
directed mutagenesis (Karnik et al., 2013) to introduce restriction sites
into themutagenic primers through silentmutations. Therefore,mutant
clones could be easily identiﬁed through restrictive digestion without
DNA sequencing. Tang et al. developed OptiMega, an orthogonal array
design by tuning four PCR parameters (concentrations of template,
primer, Mg2+ and dNTP), to improve methods based on megaprimers
(Tang et al., 2013).
Research in nucleic acids has made major advances in the past
decades e.g. syntheses of nucleotide/nucleobase analogues that expand
genetic alphabets beyond A/T/G/C (Henry and Romesberg, 2003).
Substrate spectra of DNA polymerases have successfully been
engineered to accommodate non-canonical base pairing (Ghadessy
et al., 2004; Henry and Romesberg, 2005; Holmberg et al., 2005;
Loakes and Holliger, 2009; Loakes et al., 2009). Novel enzymes
(e.g., polymerases and endonucleases) are constantly isolated from bio-
prospecting. In molecular biology, Beer and coworkers demonstrated
PCR ampliﬁcation in under three minutes using near-instantaneous
heating and cooling (Wheeler et al., 2011). In the near future, the entire
molecular cloning can possibly be performed on amicroﬂuidic chip; the
principle of which has been proven by Wang et al. (2011). Advance-
ment in instrument technology coupledwith novel enzymes (e.g., faster
DNA polymerases)would certainly transform thewaysmutant libraries
are prepared.
New molecular systems with potential applications in mutagenesis
have been described e.g. diversity-generating retroelements (DGRs),
further expanding ourmutagenesis toolbox. DGRs, discovered originally
in a Bordetella phage BPP-1, are unique family of retroelements that
confer selective advantages to their hosts by facilitating localized DNA
sequence evolution through a specialized error-prone reverse transcrip-
tion process (Arambula et al., 2013). Research effort is also channelled
into understanding stimulation of spontaneous mutation rate by high
transcription rate, a phenomenon widely known as transcription-
associated mutation (TAM). In high-transcription yeast strain, for
instance, the occurrence of G → T and G → T transversions was ele-
vated by N50 folds (Alexander et al., 2013). Though not a fully devel-
oped method for mutant library preparation, TAM could plausibly be
an alternative to epPCR for increasing occurrence of transversion
mutations.
With research effort now driven towards realizing bioeconomy, di-
rected evolution will continue to play a key role in biotechnology and
genetic diversity creation will remain an indispensible tool in many
laboratories. The importance of creating high quality mutant libraries
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is further accentuated by its extended applications in varied research
ﬁelds. Such widened interest will deﬁnitely stimulate continued inno-
vations in methods of genetic diversity creation.
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